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World-Maps for Finding the Direction and Distance to Mecca: Innovation and Tradition
in Islamic Science
By David A. King. Leiden (Brill). 1999. ISBN 90-04-11363. xxix + 638 pp. Islamic Philosophy,
Theology and Science, Vol. 36, Dfl 99,17, Euro 45, US $56
All Muslims must face the Kaaba in Mecca during their five daily prayers, and hence the direction of
Mecca must be determined at any locality in the Islamic world. The medieval Islamic mathematicians
provided a plethora of approximate and exact solutions to this problem, usually in the form of
geometric constructions, trigonometric computations, or numerical tables. In 1989 a 17th-century Iranian
instrument for the determination of the direction of Mecca showed up at Sotheby’s in London. In 1995
another instrument of the same type came to light in Paris. The two instruments were probably made in
Isfahan, in the same century when the world-famous mosques in that city were built.0315-0860/2003 Published by Elsevier Science (USA).
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circular brass plate of diameter about 225 mm, and a diametrical ruler which can rotate around the centre
of the plate. The plate displays a grid, consisting of a set of straight lines Lλ for geographical longitudes λ
(measured from the Canary Islands toward the East) for every two degrees between 29◦ and 125◦, and a
set of curves Cφ for Northern latitudes φ for every two degrees between 8◦ and 50◦. The center of the plate
corresponds to Mecca (λM = 77◦10′, φM = 21◦40′), and approximately 150 other geographical localities
were engraved at the appropriate positions in the grid. The circular rim of the plate is subdivided into 360
degrees. To determine the direction of Mecca at a locality with geographical coordinates λ and φ, locate
the intersection P of Lλ and Cφ and rotate the ruler around the center until the side of the ruler which
is aligned with the center coincides with P . If the ruler is in this position, one can read the direction
of Mecca on the graduated outer rim, and P indicates on a scale on the ruler the great circle distance
between the locality and Mecca in farsangs (a unit of measurement of about 3 miles).
King has analyzed the instruments from different points of view. First, he has given very precise
physical descriptions and he has tried to find out as much as possible about the maker or makers. In
addition to the basic ruler and grid, both instruments have a magnetic compass and one of them has a
sundial. King shows that these additions betray European influence. This influence is historically possible
because there were frequent contacts between 17th-century Iran and Western Europe, but it makes one
wonder whether the mathematical theory of the grid could have been imported from 17th-century Europe
as well.
King has compared the geographical coordinates of the 150 localities, as engraved on the instruments,
with the systematic collection of longitudes and latitudes in Islamic astronomical tables published by
Edward and Mary-Helen Kennedy (Kennedy & Kennedy, 1987) and with other available sources. He
concludes that the instrument makers probably copied the data from other instruments, but that the
majority of the data ultimately go back to a geographical table compiled in the early 15th century in
Kish, now in Uzbekistan (70 km south of Samarkand).
An interesting problem in the mathematical theory of the instrument is the construction of the
curves Cφ . King says that the instrument makers approximated the theoretically accurate curves Cφ
by circles with large radii. The book includes computer diagrams by King’s colleague François Charette,
which show that the circles approximate the theoretically accurate curves quite well. In a separate chapter
on the history of the mathematical methodology, King relates the grid to a projection of the sphere onto a
plane which was introduced by H
.
abash al-H
.
a¯sib in the ninth century in the “melon”-astrolabe, on which
see (Kennedy et al., 1999). King concludes that the grid has an Islamic origin and that it may have been
invented by the same H
.
abash. It should be noted that the precise grid on the instrument is not produced
neither by the projection studied by H
.
abash.
The mathematical analysis of the instruments can be carried a little further than in King’s book. The
grid on the instrument can be explained as the orthogonal projection on the horizon plane of two families
of circles on the celestial sphere. The Cφ are projections of day circles of Mecca, whose positions depend
on φ and φM but not on λ, and the Lλ are projections of circles parallel to the meridian, whose positions
depend on λ, λM and φM , but not on φ. This projection argument explains why the Cφ are ellipses in
a way which the medieval Islamic mathematicians could have understood. Thus the two instruments
can be related to various medieval Islamic texts (e.g., by al-Bı¯ru¯nı¯), and these relations support King’s
hypothesis of an Islamic origin of the grid. I hope to give more details in a future paper.
There is much more in the book than can be described in a short review. King begins with 193 pages
of richly illustrated introductory remarks on Islamic science and instrumentation, the determination of
Reviews / Historia Mathematica 30 (2003) 85–93 87the direction of Mecca, and mathematical geography in 17th-century Iran. The book ends with extensive
appendixes, listing data on the two instruments and on numerous other instruments and geographical
tables. King’s book bears witness to the unexplored riches of the history of Islamic science. In addition,
reading the book is a nice experience for those who know David King, because one almost hears him
talking. Thanks to financial support of the al-Furqa¯n Foundation of London, the book is a real bargain.
Hurry to get your copy.
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A Station Favorable to the Pursuits of Science: Primary Materials in the History of Mathematics
at the United States Military Academy
By Joe Albree, David C. Arney, and V. Frederick Rickey. Providence, RI (American Mathematical
Society) and London (London Mathematical Society). History of Mathematics, Vol. 18. 2000.
272 pp. $59
The prospect of reading a catalog of more than 1500 mathematics books might seem as daunting as
reading a telephone directory. Readers of these pages, though, are likely to find it quite delightful.
The bulk of this book is an annotated catalog of the mathematics books published before the First
World War in the libraries of the United States Military Academy (West Point). The West Point library
has been a working library since the founding of the United States Military Academy in 1802. As a
result, the collection has a different flavor than other collections, which often reflect a collector’s or an
antiquarian’s inclinations. There are many second and third editions of important works by the likes of
Newton and Huygens, English translations of works by Euler and Felix Klein, and textbooks by Lacroix
and West Point authors Church and Davies. Such books are important because they are the books that
people actually read and used at West Point and other universities.
The remainder of the book, about 40 pages, is devoted to a mathematical history of the United States
Military Academy. The central focus of this narrative is the story of how the collection happened to
be built. Most of the world’s great collections of older mathematics books are at older and wealthy
universities, such as Harvard, Cambridge, and Oxford, or in the great national libraries in London, Paris,
or Washington. A few private collections are available to scholars, such as those at the Huntington Library
near Los Angeles, or the Burndy Library in Boston. All such collections are just that: collections. They
